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• China moved to the sidelines as markets recover from September falls 

• Women urged to take charge of their finances

The pandemic has resulted in many people losing their jobs, and those worst affected by a ratio of 57.5% to 42.5%, are 
women, according to a survey last week in the US. 

The task of having to look after an elderly relative and / or young children usually falls on women.  This undoubtedly has 
much to do with the skew in figures which confirm women typically are paid 23% less than their male counterparts, yet 
economies that harness the power of women have reported increased productivity, economic resilience and a boost to their 
economic growth (source: IMF 2018 report).  So it’s perhaps no surprise the number of women in work is growing, and 
quickly.  By 2030 it’s expected there will be 100 million more women in the workforce globally (source: Frost & Sullivan 
Global Megatrends report 2020).   

Women’s incomes increased to $24 trillion in 2020, up from $20 trillion in 2018, but gaps in equality persist.  According to a 
separate survey (January 2021) by Fidelity of more than 2000 women in each Taiwan, China, Japan, UK, Germany and Hong 
Kong, 29% of women disclosed that their personal income has reduced as a result of the pandemic.  

The gender pay gap is closing gradually, with more women being at the helm and / or in prominent positions across business, 
sport and the arts, but according to the Department of Work & Pensions women on average have £100,000 less saved into their 
pension at age 60 than men.  Fidelity’s research finds that women are less likely to consult a professional advisor about 
financial planning than men, moreover they are more hesitant about taking on risk investment than men, which could well be 
the reason for their savings being worth less than men’s.  These last points are the reason why McLaren Wealth Management 
has taken its own small step to attempting to make women more aware of the need to take charge of and become engaged in 
financial planning by offering sponsorship to Torquay United Womens Football Club’s away matches for the 2021/22 and 
2022/23 seasons.  The more we can raise awareness among women of the need for ‘wealth management’, the better. 

September was a rocky month for the equity markets, and the unsteadiness continued into October but once earnings 
results started flowing from the US, then the S&P500, the Dow and the Nasdaq all rose to fresh records.  European, UK and 
Asian markets all rose in sync but could not find traction equal to that of the US.   

Although earnings were strong, indicating companies were delivering more to customers in terms of service/product and they 
were able to pass on inflationary costs to consumers, guidance was in most cases cautious and subdued thus dampening 
expectations for the current quarter and the first half of next year.  Inflationary factors which have gathered pace have been 
rising energy costs (notably in the oil and gas sector which is now suffering from underinvestment due to the clean energy 
movement, indeed it is likely we shall see the return of $100 per barrel oil in the near future and for a sustained period) and 
increasing food and hard commodity costs, again due to a shortage of supply.  These factors, coupled with a dearth of 
microchips to meet the demand of the auto and technology industries, restrain enthusiasm for corporate profit expansion in the 
near term.  Investors are going to have to pick their spots carefully.  Energy companies will continue to prosper.  Technology 
and autos are likely to struggle until the chip shortage sees how long the tunnel is.  The travel and leisure sector should do well 
while consumers remain awash with the savings they’ve accrued during the pandemic.  Financials remain of interest as 
expectation of rate rises is to the fore (Canada, the UK and the US are all now expected to raise rates twice before the end of 
next year - even the ECB may act to help Spain stave off its inflation rate which has spiked above 5%). 

Areas of value such as Emerging Markets are not so attractive during a period of dollar strength because of the increased cost 
of raw materials as most are priced in dollars, and debt repayment. Although China’s main indices have rebounded from the 
September sell-off, there remain serious questions about the extent to which Chinese stocks can continue their comeback while 
sentiment is averse to taking on immeasurable political risk.  This, combined with chip supply shortages, power outages, 
returns in places of the covid pandemic, plus strict property regulations in the wake of the Evergrande debacle  - all these 
things point to a confusing outlook for international investors considering placing capital in the world’s second largest 
economy.   
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Emerging market equities ex China are up 11% this year while Chinese equities in isolation are down 10%.  
 

The UK chancellor, Rishi Sunak, gave another masterful performance when he delivered his Autumn budget, similar in 
its delivery to Richard Gere’s “razzle-dazzle ‘em” bamboozlement of the jury in the film of the musical Chicago. 

Much of the tax-grab from Joe Public to pay for the Health & Social Care project was announced during the Summer as 
relaxation of covid restrictions came about.  This involved an additional 1.25% tax take on dividend income (viz 8.75% for 
basic rate taxpayers, 33.75% for higher rate, and 39.35% for additional rate taxpayers) and across-the board on existing 
national insurance rates, including for employers, from April 6th 2022.  Freezing of the tax bands until 2025/2026 has its effect 
as well, such that tax levels now in the UK, including Scotland, are at their highest levels since the 1993 and yet there is no 
backlash, little complaint because we’re promised some cherries in the future.  Pensions, capital gains tax, inheritance tax, 
income tax rates, Individual Savings Accounts, ’Personal Savings’ allowances and the ‘Starting Rate for Savings’ allowance 
were all left unchanged but the effect of the freezing of the tax bands will mean that £1m more people will be pulled into 
paying tax, and £1.3m will move from basic to higher rate taxpayers. 
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Coinciding with the timing of the budget was data announcing more and more people are leaving their estate to charity.  One in 
five, according to information from HMRC, are giving more than 10% of their estate to charity, allowing the remainder of their 
estate to benefit from the reduced inheritance tax (IHT) rate of 36% rather than the usual 40%. 

What the data does not disclose is the percentage of estates which take steps to mitigate IHT (and at the same time control the 
timing of inheritance by beneficiaries) through the use of trusts.  IHT is often referred to as a voluntary tax because of the 
various ways and means of mitigating it.  Wealth escalation in families from rapidly increasing property values during  
1990-2008, and since then a huge uptick in equity valuations, has presented an opportunity for vast amounts of capital to pass 
to succeeding generations.  For many, such wealth accrual presents a problem.  Are their successors mature enough to acquire 
it?  Would it be better to control its distillation via [various] trusts, perhaps for future grandchildren and / or for charitable 
causes? 

Investors whose principal private residence (PPR) value exceeds the residence nil rate band (RNRB) have the option to create 
a mortgage on the property and gift capital from it to bring the property value beneath £2m and thus be able to claim all or part 
of the RNRB.  In the last five years there has been a noticeable rise in the number of equity release cases where people in their 
60s and 70s are releasing capital from their [large] home, and either using released capital to generate an income, or gifting the 
former main residence to children and using the released capital to buy a smaller dwelling close to it. 

Favoured investment plays: 
Nil risk: 
Cautious risk: Cash  
Balanced risk: Managed / Multi-asset funds  
Market risk: Multi-asset funds, UK equity  
Adventurous risk: Asia, Europe, Japan, US equity 
Speculative risk: Technology, Green Energy, Platinum, Emerging Markets 

Disclosure: 
Nicholas Chappell has the following personal investment exposure: Technology (including fintech & green energy) 49%, China 7%, Asia 6%, Global Equity 
9%, UK Equity 11%, European equity 6%, US Equity 5%, US smaller companies 1%, Emerging Market equity 6% 

Important information: This communication is for informational purposes only.  It is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial 
instrument or as an official confirmation of any transaction.  The price of shares and the income from them may fall as well as rise.  Past performance is no guarantee of future 
returns and investors may not get back the full amount invested, particularly in the early years.  Exchange rates may also cause the value of underlying overseas investments to go 
down or up. Investments in emerging markets and hedge funds can be more volatile and the risk to capital is greater.  All market prices, data and other information are not warranted 
as to completeness or accuracy and are subject to change without notice.  Some quoted analysis is a resume of data supplied to McLaren Wealth Management by some of the world’s 
leading investment houses and although McLaren Wealth Management has given its opinion as to how the data can be interpreted, investment should not be embarked upon without 
full analysis of the risks involved and a careful study of the sales prospectus, where applicable. 
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